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The Twelve Step program also does that but it goes a little further. Step 10$3.00Step Pamphlet 10. ConfidentialitySome sufferers don’t attend AA meetings for fear that their alcoholism will no longer remain a secret. soft cover)$12.50Alcoholics Anonymous (4. soft cover)$11.00Twelve and Twelve (3. Those who want to avoid this will be happy to read
that confidentiality is one of the Twelve Traditions of the AA. If you decide AA is not right for you, be aware that there are plenty of other recovery options.Choosing the Right Recovery OptionAA may be among the best-known recovery programs, but it isn’t the only one. Kicking alcohol is one of them. Here’s how to find meetings near you.Search
Using the AA SiteThe Alcoholics Anonymous website, found at aa.org, has a variety of different search options allowing you to find AA resources in your area. Limited Edition)$16.00Alcoholics Anonymous (3. If you can’t find what you need, let us know – perhaps we can help.Prices and availability subject to change. Price listed includes tax.BOOK
TITLEPRICEA Program for You$11.50A Woman’s Way Through the Twelve Steps $10.00A Woman’s Way Through the Twelve Steps (workbook)$10.00A.A. Comes of Age$13.00Acceptance Booklets$1.50Al-Anon Twelve and Twelve$14.00Alcoholics Anonymous (1. Self-medicatingYou can you adopt the principles of the AA for yourself without attending
meetings but you might not have as much success if you try and go it alone. Editorial Note: Opinions expressed here are the author’s alone, not those of any bank, credit card issuer, airlines or hotel chain, and have not been reviewed, approved or otherwise endorsed by any of these entities. This site does not include all credit card companies or all
available credit card offers. Meetings are an important part of how AA works. Abridged Large Print)$8.00Alcoholics Anonymous (6. The website offers information for both the US and Canada, so make sure that any information you read is specific to where you live. You can also buy books from the AA that will help you get sober and remain so on your
own. Steps 6&7$3.00Step Pamphlet 7. pocket size)$11.00Twelve and Twelve Dictionary$6.50Twelve Step Sponsorship$11.00Twenty Four Hours a Day (1. Finding a MeetingFinding a meeting close to you isn’t difficult because the AA makes it very easy for sufferers to get in touch with them through their website. Sponsors and newcomers often have
similar backgrounds and interests so that sobriety isn’t the only thing they have in common. The sponsor is someone that can be relied on for support and advice but they’re also a friend who’s willing to go out of their way to help a member remain sober. Step 2$3.00Step Pamphlet 3. Please view our advertising policy page for more information. Step
1$3.00Step Pamphlet 2. These online meetings may be a good option not only for those who don’t have access to local meetings but also for those with disabilities or other issues preventing travel.What to Expect from AA MeetingsIf you know anything about AA meetings, you may be imaging a situation in which you stand up in front of people and
talk about your problems. HelplineWhere else can you go for help with alcohol addiction? If you’re battling against alcohol, you’ll need advice, someone to cheer you on and also a place you can go where you’re not judged for your addiction or defined by it. Step 12$3.00Step Pamphlets (bundle)$21.50Stools and Bottles$11.50The 12 Step Prayer
Book$12.00The Brown Bottle$4.00The Dry Drunk Syndrome$3.00The Language of Letting Go$13.00The Promise of a New Day$12.00Things My Sponsor Taught Me$8.00Today I Will Do One Thing$11.50Touchstones$12.00Twelve and Twelve (1. The group is self-supported through donations that pay for things like the hall’s rent so there are no fees
or other requirements from each member. This compensation may impact how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). and Dr. Bob.In the pages that follow, more than 40 A.A. members share how they stopped drinking and found a new healthier and more serene way of life through the
Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous.Whether reading passages at meetings, reading privately for personal reflection, or working with a sponsor, the Big Book can be a source of inspiration, guidance and comfort on the journey to recovery.This Fourth Edition of Alcoholics Anonymous has been approved by the General Service Conference. Step
11$3.00Step Pamphlet 11. Known as the "Big Book," the basic text of Alcoholics Anonymous has helped millions of people worldwide get and stay sober since the first edition appeared in 1939. soft cover)$11.50Walk in Dry Places$12.00 Members are then asked to examine the errors of their past while adopting a new code of behavior that will help
them resist the temptation to go back to their old ways. Their website will point you to local meetings which you can attend without an invitation. AA also offers online meetings and groups, which are found at aa-intergroup.org. Most members are happy to keep the information disclosed to them during the course of the meeting private and
confidential but unlike professional therapists or members of the clergy, there’s no legal requirement to do so. Alcoholics Anonymous: Big Book Textbooks | Buy Textbooks | Vocational & Professional Education Textbooks | Addiction & Recovery Textbooks Summary Author bio Table of contents Digital rights Below is the list of literature that we
regularly carry at the Intergroup office. The only thing members have to bring to the meeting is a desire to remain sober. Step 4$3.00Step Pamphlet 5. 12 Steps of RecoveryAA’s Twelve Step program of spiritual and character development is the heart of the work carried out by the AA. hard cover)$11.50Twenty Four Hours a Day (2. The AA makes its
Twelve Step program available online so you can print it and read it at home before deciding whether to take the first step towards sobriety by visiting one of the AA’s meetings. hard cover)$12.00Twelve and Twelve (2. Its first aim is to create an environment in which members can begin to admit to themselves they have a problem. Step 5$3.00Step
Pamphlet 6. soft cover, large print)
$11.00Twelve and Twelve (4. The forerunner to this was the AA’s Twelve Traditions which sought to remove alcoholics from outside issues and influences. It will refer you to local treatment facilities and support groups like the AA, as well as any community-based organizations in your area who will be able to
help you. hardcover, LARGE PRINT)$16.50Twenty Four Hours a Day (3. hard cover)$13.00Alcoholics Anonymous (2. Step 3$3.00Step Pamphlet 4. Meeting searches aren’t available through the AA website, but the resources listed in your area can help you access meeting lists. It was founded in Akron, Ohio back in 1935 just two years after
prohibition had been repelled. Alcoholics Anonymous is often the answer. Since then it’s spread out across the globe so anyone with a drinking problem can look to the AA for help, advice and most of all support during a very difficult period of their lives. soft cover) LARGE PRINT$14.00Alcoholics Anonymous (5. Step 8$3.00Step Pamphlet 8.
SponsorsMembers get help and support from the group and from the meetings but they also get direct support from a sponsor. This Treatment Referral Routing Service is available in English and Spanish. It can be intimidating to join a group of people and openly admit to problems that you may feel ashamed of, but not all AA meetings are designed
as confessionals in this way. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration offer a lot of guidance to anyone who asks for help. MORE FROM LIFE123.COM Alcoholics Anonymous, also known as AA, is a 12-step recovery program for people who have been diagnosed with alcohol addiction or feel that they have a problem with
drinking and would like to stop. There are different types of meetings that you may want to start out with to ease yourself into the program.Is AA Right for You?It’s important to note that AA has a religious component that involves references to a “higher power” and “spiritual awakening.” This language is arguably vague so as to remain largely nondenominational, though AA does have Christian roots. Abridged blue pocket size)$6.50An Index to the Big Book$3.00Answers of the Heart$11.50As Bill Sees It (1. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Many of the credit card offers that appear on the website are from credit card companies from which ThePointsGuy.com receives
compensation. If you want to find a recovery option that doesn’t involve any religious or spiritual component, or you’d rather keep religion separate from your healthcare journey, you can try alternatives like LifeRing Secular Recovery, another peer-focused recovery group, and evidence-based therapy programs like Dialectical Behavioral Therapy.
hard cover)$13.00As Bill Sees It (2. Opening chapters articulate A.A.’s program of recovery from alcoholism — the original Twelve Steps — and recount the personal histories of A.A.'s co-founders, Bill W. State AA chapter websites may also have the information you’re looking for.Finding an AA Meeting When Options Are Limited in Your AreaIf your
initial search for meetings doesn’t turn up results, you can expand your search using zip codes for the largest city near you that you’d be able to easily travel to on a regular basis. Step 9$3.00Step Pamphlet 9. CC0/ geralt/Pixabay There are some things you can’t do alone. The AA encourages each of their members to practice the principle of
anonymity although it’s not a legal requirement. soft cover, large print)$13.50Back to Basics$13.00Beyond Codependency$12.00Big Book Dictionary$7.00Blueprint For Progress (workbook)$13.50Body Mind and Spirit$12.00Came To Believe$7.50Codependent No More$12.00Courage To Change$20.00Daily Reflections$14.00Daily Reflections
(LARGE PRINT)$15.50Day by Day$12.00Discovering Choices$22.50Dr. Bob and the Good Oldtimers$15.00Drop the Rock$11.00Drop the Rock: The Ripple Effect$11.00Each Day a New Beginning$12.00Each Day a New Beginning Journal$13.50Easy Does It$12.00Experience Strength & Hope$8.00Eye Opener$11.00Fourth Step Guide$3.50Grapevine
Magazine$3.00Grapevine: AA In the Military$16.50Grapevine: A Rabbit Walks int a Bar$16.50Grapevine: Best of Bill W.$7.50Grapevine: Emotional Sobriety: The Next Frontier$16.50Grapevine: Best of Grapevine SET 1, 2, 3$35.00Grapevine: In Our Own Words, Stories of Young AA$16.50Grapevine: Into Action$16.50Grapevine: Language of the
Heart$18.00Grapevine: One Big Tent$16.50Grapevine: Spiritual Awakenings$16.50Grapevine: Take Me To Your Sponsor$16.50Grapevine: The Grapevine Daily Quote Book$16.50Grapevine: Voices of Women in AA$16.50Grapevine: Young and Sober$16.50Guidance on Our Journeys$3.00Guide for Families$3.00Hope for Today$21.00How Al-Anon
Works (hard cover)$16.00How Al-Anon Works (soft cover)$9.00Intimacy in Alcoholic Relationships$16.50Keep it Simple$12.00King Baby$3.00Letting Go of the Need to Control$3.00Little Red Book (hard cover)$11.00Little Red Book (soft cover)$9.50Little Red Book for Women (hard cover)$11.50Little Red Book Study Guide$11.00Living
Sober $7.00More Language of Letting Go$13.00Narcotics Anonymous 6TH Edition Basic Text$17.50Narcotics Anonymous 6TH Edition Basic Text soft cover$17.50Narcotics Anonymous Step Working Guide$13.00Night Light$11.50One Day At a Time in Al-Anon$16.50Opening Our Hearts/Transforming Our Losses$21.00Our Great
Responsibility$13.50Pass It On$15.00Paths to Recovery$28.00Power Pocket Series$1.50Queen Baby$3.00Search for Serenity$8.50Step Pamphlet 1. Their national helpline can be called toll free 24-hour-a-day, 365-day-a-year. This is an experienced member of the group who helps sufferers examine past errors and address their current situation.
Meetings may also be unavailable in your area, or you may not like the idea of working the 12 steps. soft cover)$12.50As Bill Sees It (3.
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